
Fantasy Rules and Composition Primer 
 
The Bugeater Fantasy GT will follow the Warhammer Fantasy 8th edition rules and all relevant Games 
Workshop FAQs and Erratas.  There are also in house composition rules for both army construction and 
gameplay, which are described on the following page. 
 
Army Construction: 
 

Each player will field a valid 2500 point army, constructed from the valid GW army lists: 

 Beastmen 

 Bretonnia 

 Chaos Dwarfs (Forgeworld Army Book)* 
 Daemons of Chaos 

 Dark Elves 

 Dogs of War (Indy GT Army Book)* 
 Dwarfs 

 Empire 

 High Elves 
 Lizardmen 

 Ogre Kingdoms 

 Orcs & Goblins 
 Skaven 

 Tomb Kings 

 Vampire Counts 
 Warriors of Chaos 

 Wood Elves 
 
*Players bringing an army from one of these army books MUST have their full and complete army book 
available for their opponents to view.  Chaos Dwarfs MUST be fielded as a stand alone force, you cannot 
combine them with Warriors of Chaos. 
 
Army Lists: 
 

Each player is required to bring SIX printed copies of their army list to the tournament.  One is 
for the tournament staff, and the remaining copies are for your opponents.  All items and full 
point costs must be present for each entry. 
 
If your army contains Wizards, the Lore that Wizard uses MUST be placed on your army list.  For 
Grey Seers, you must declare how you are dividing their spells on your army list as well (e.g. 2 
spells from Ruin and 2 spells from Plague). 
 



Composition Rules 
The Bugeater Fantasy GT will use the following composition pack to provide a more competitive, 
balanced gaming experience.  All the rules below take priority over the 8th ed Rulebooks, army 
books, and FAQs.  This system has been internally playtested, and tested at the March Hare.  

 
Magic Addendum 
 The following rules will apply to the magic phase: 

 You may never use more than 12 power or dispel dice in a single magic phase for any 
reason. 

o As indicated in their army book, Night Goblin Magic Mushrooms do not count 
towards this total as they are not power dice. 

 Special rules that allow you to exceed the dice limit of six per spell may only add one 
additional dice (e.g. a Dark Elf sorceress can use a maximum of 7 dice to cast a spell)  

 A character can only ever suffer one wound, regardless of any restrictions or modifiers 
that would normally apply, from the following spells as long as they would normally get 
a Look Out, Sir! For being in a unit (e.g. if the character is alone it can still be killed 
outright by the following spells): 

o The Dwellers Below 
o Transmutation 
o Infernal Gateway 
o Dreaded 13th Spell 

 
General Composition Restrictions 

 Fozzrik’s Folding Fortress cannot be taken 
 An army cannot include more than two warmachines of the same type, and no more than 

five warmachines in an army. 
 
Army Specific Composition Restrictions 

 Daemons of Chaos: Flamers of Tzeentch are a 0-1 selection per army.  Kairos Fateweaver may 
not be taken.  Daemons of Chaos infantry units cannot exceed 450 points in total cost. 

 Dark Elves: Hydras are a 0-1 selection per army.  You may have a maximum of 3 units/and or 
characters with the Fly special rule. 

 Empire: Steam Tanks are a 0-1 selection per army, and do not count as a warmachine for the 
general composition restriction. 

 High Elves: Ignore the “same type” warmachine restriction.  Teclis may not be taken. 
 Lizardmen: Only two of the following items may be taken per army – Becalming Cogitation, Cube 

of Darkness, Dispel Scroll, Cupped Hands.  Salamanders are 0-3 models per army.  

 Orcs and Goblins: Ignore all warmachine restrictions in the general composition rules. 

 Skaven: Hell Pit Abominations are a 0-1 selection per army.  Slave units are 0-1 per clanrat 
and/or stormvermin units taken (e.g. if you take a clanrat unit, you can take one slave unit.  If 
you take two clanrat units and a stormvermin unit, you can take up to three slave units). 

 Vampire Counts: A Vampire Count army can have no more than 3 units and/or characters with 
the Ethereal Special Rule (so you can have 1 character and 2 units, or 3 units, or 3 characters, 
etc.).  Hexwraiths are 0-10 models per army.  Zombie units have a maximum size of 50 models 
(although you can raise beyond this amount during the game). 

 



House Rules 
 

1) For this event buildings may only be garrisoned by up to 15 infantry models (5 monstrous 
infantry).  If a unit consisting of more than 15 / 5 models successfully assaults a building they 
cannot enter due to this rule, they are instead pushed 1 inch away as if the defenders did not 
break/or were wiped out. However they are also entitled to a special reform maneuver where 
the unit may be turned on the spot to face any direction maintaining the same formation (i.e 
same ranks and files), keeping the center point of the unit as close as possible to the original 
position. The unit must still be 1 inch away from the building after performing this special 
reform. Please note this only applies to units which successfully assault a building and would 
usually occupy it (ie does not benefit Cavalry etc). This is designed to stop units being stuck on 
buildings after a successful assault due to the house rule. Also note units once inside a building 
cannot increase in size above 15 / 5 models without leaving the building first. As a general rule it 
is impossible for more than 15 / 5 models to ever be garrisoned inside a building at any time. 

2) All buildings count as 'impassable terrain that would in reality stand in the way of the shot' as far 
as cannons (of any type) are concerned. They will not bounce through them, they stop on the 
building and inflict hits upon anything garrisoning the building. You may not pick a point on a 
building as your initial point (under Choosing a Target p112). 


